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For nearly 100 years, the 
ASARCO copper smelter in 
Ruston, Washington emitted a 
toxic plume of lead, arsenic, and 
heavy metals, contaminating 
nearly 1,000 square miles of 
soil in the Puget Sound basin.i 

►   In 1983 the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) 
published the first national 
Superfund priority list, listing 
the ASARCO Smelter Site 
as a cleanup priority.ii 

►   The EPA led an extensive 
environmental toxin study 
and land redevelopment plan 
for the impacted area.iii 

►   EPA cleanup efforts in 
Ruston, which focused on 
residential soil testing and 
replacement, began in 1993 
and continued through 2011.iv

►   Redevelopment efforts at 
the former smelter site were 
highly successful, resulting 
in extensive housing and 
public amenity development 
in the early 2000s.iv

THE ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF THE EPA-LED CLEANUP 
IN RUSTON, WASHINGTON

EPA CLEANUP BEGINS
The EPA helped secure over $130 million from ASARCO for cleanup of the 
ASARCO Smelter Site and other properties in Western Washington impacted by 
the company’s operations. Of this settlement, roughly $95 million was allocated 
to Washington State with the remaining portion going to the EPA.v A significant 
amount of this funding was allocated to testing and replacing soil contaminated 
with arsenic. In Ruston, the EPA tested soils in Zones 1-4 (see Figure 1), but only 
replaced soils that had values over 230 parts per million of arsenic. The green zone 
reflects areas where soil replacement was completed (Zones 1-3).iv, vi

Figure 1. EPA Study and Cleanup Areas.i

RESEARCH METHODS
To evaluate the impact of the cleanup efforts, the average home sales values were 
collected for the ‘funding priority area’ (Zones 1-3) and the ‘sampled area’ where 
arsenic levels did not necessitate replacement (Zone 4). The average values were 
used to find the percentage difference, or ‘gap,’ in home values between the two 
zones over time. 
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The increase in price of remediated homes has added significant value to the Ruston community. Closing the price gap from 
25% to 5% added an average of $52,802 for each household in the priority zone. Expanded across all 979 households in the 
area included in the analysis, the cleanup returned over $52 million to the community. This increase in home values can 
be attributed not only to the EPA’s soil replacement work but also to their efforts to initiate redevelopment at the ASARCO 
Smelter Site. Known now as Point Ruston, the site is now home to a billion-dollar mixed-use development project, public 
parks, and trails. Ongoing cleanup is funded by area developers and the Washington Department of Ecology.vii

THE ECONOMIC VALUE OF THE RUSTON CLEANUP
The EPA’s soil replacement work in the priority area correlated with an increase in market value for homes in these areas. 
Prior to 1993, when the priority site area remained highly contaminated, sale prices were 25% lower on average than in the 
surrounding area. Once cleanup efforts began, this gap decreased to only 10% below the surrounding area. In the time since 
the EPA has completed cleanup efforts, the home value gap has nearly disappeared, with the priority site reporting average 
sales values just 5% below the surrounding area. This indicates that while there may be some residual stigma associated with 
the properties near the former smelter site, cleanup has yielded a near total rebound.
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Figure 2. The Impact of EPA Cleanup Efforts on Home Sale Values


